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Abstract—Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) has become the protocol suite of choice for unified control plane implementation. However, its adoption is facing major challenges in terms of control plane feasibility, performance, and gain when migrating from legacy packet over circuit multi-layer networks driven by overlaid control planes. The ITEA TBONES project aims at tackling both objectives through the development of a platform including network dimensioning and GMPLS control plane elements constituting such networks. This paper presents our methodological approach for the realization of this platform and the capabilities of the TBONES control plane emulator. Several experiments demonstrating its validity and capabilities including its applicability to multi-area networks will be exhibited during the Infocom 2005 demonstration session.

I. INTRODUCTION

The benefits of a unified control plane (i.e. maintain a common control plane instance for a network hosting multiple switching layers) has become possible with the emergence of Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) [1]. The objective of the TBONES control plane emulator is the validation of the control and the dynamic provisioning of multi-layer networks via a distributed and unified control plane based on the GMPLS protocol suite, as defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The TBONES project objectives also include the validation of the migration from an overlay (requiring a separate control plane instance per data plane switching layer) towards a unified control plane interconnection model where a single control plane instance drives a network hosting more than one data plane layer. Besides the verification of the proper operation of the GMPLS protocol suite in multi-area networks and Traffic Engineering (TE) algorithms, this project encompasses the quantification of the performance (in terms of resource and speed) of mechanisms such as constraint-based routing, and recovery (i.e. pre-planned and dynamic re-routing). Control plane interactions between the optical and the packet network (with a specific focus on IP/MPLS clients) are investigated. Finally, the TBONES emulator interfaces with the Dimensioning Tool (DT) external entity that calculates an adequate dimensioning for the topology according to an input traffic matrix.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we catalogue the TBONES control plane emulator components and describe their implementation. In section III, we detail the TBONES platform operations. Section IV integrates the experimentation aiming at validating the software development and the project technical objectives. Finally, we list in section V the main conclusions drawn from this work.

II. TBONES CONTROL PLANE EMULATOR

The TBONES Control Plane (CP) emulator is implemented as a set of processes running on Linux 2.6. It emulates the behavior of a set of nodes by instantiating for each node, a lower protocol stack and several control plane controllers. Each protocol stack implements the Open Shortest Path First - Traffic Engineering (OSPF-TE) [2] and the Resource Reservation Protocol - Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) [3] protocols, and runs in its own process. Each control plane controller set also runs in its own process, they communicate with each other through the protocol stacks. Each control plane controller consists of a set of modules: the Node Emulator (NE), Signaling Controller (SIGC), the TE Controller (TEC) and the Path Computation Controller (PCC).

The SIGC processes the trigger GMPLS RSVP-TE [4] signaling messages received from peer controllers. This controller is in charge of the Packet (PSC) and Lambda (LSC) Label Switched Path (LSP) setup and release, and interacts for this purpose with the TEC. The following signaling procedures are supported: bi-directional LSPs, make-before-break, crankback, failure notification, dynamic and pre-planned re-routing, Soft-Permanent Connections (SPCs) and explicit label control. The SIGC relies on a Signaling Development Kit (SDK). The latter supports the communication with the lower protocol stack and its RSVP-TE component, and maintains a database of all LSPs known by this signaling controller.

The TEC processes signaling information such as explicit, record and exclude routes, or constraints (suggested label, label sets, etc.) to choose the component TE link for each LSP. The TEC relies on a generic TE Development Kit (TEDK) that supports the communication with the lower protocol stack and its OSPF-TE component, and maintains a database of all TE links (bundles and component links) advertised through OSPF-TE. This database is the main input to the PCC, other inputs include crankback-related information [5] and signaled exclude route [6]. The OSPF-TE component maintains the routing adjacencies with peer nodes and the flooding of OSPF-TE Link State Advertisements (LSA) including global and per-interface mechanisms to limit the bandwidth consumed by such a flooding. The TEC updates information, e.g., per-priority Maximum LSP bandwidth advertised by GMPLS OSPF-TE [7], for the TE link(s) used by an LSP. It interacts with the NE for the reservation and allocation of local resources, and therefore for label allocation. The following TE procedures are supported:
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- Multi-area Traffic Engineered (TE) LSP signaling (using loose explicit routing)
- PSC LSP over LSC Forwarding Adjacencies (FA) LSP: the TEC can trigger the setup of additional LSC FA LSPs to fulfill new packet LSP requests; initial FA LSPs setup follow the topology computed by the DT from a given topology and traffic matrix, prior to the initialization of the simulation. The other LSC FA LSPs are dynamically triggered and setup on demand as needed.

III. TBONES PLATFORM OPERATIONS

The different modules of the TBONES platform as well as the inputs/outputs and the information flows are depicted in Fig. 1. A network topology is used as input by the data and control plane modules. The traffic matrix is used by the DT that calculates an adequate routing and dimensioning for the network topology according to this matrix. The resulting output can be loaded by the control plane. The data plane gives to the control plane the scheduled LSC LSP requests, which are deduced from the traffic matrix. The TBONES emulator is implemented as a set of Linux processes that imitate a set of nodes by instantiating, for each node, a protocol stack and the set of GMPLS controllers. The former process provides a protocol stack that includes OSPF-(TE) and RSVP-(TE), and an IP stack to forward messages across the simulated IPv4 control channels. The protocol stacks exchange RSVP-(TE) and OSPF-(TE) packets through a process that emulates point-to-point sub-networks (software loopbacks). Moreover, each protocol stack may access to an Ethernet interface to communicate with the peering emulator(s). The protocol stack(s) attached to an Ethernet interface behaves as an IP router compared to the other protocol stacks. The second process, running on top of the protocol stack, implements the GMPLS controllers and a command engine agent that handles the communication with the emulator command engine.

![Figure 1. TBONES Information Flow and Processing](image)

A protocol stack process never performs any blocking operation and is single-threaded. On the other hand, each control plane process is multi-threaded, one thread being used for each event: signaling messages, routing updates, and internal scheduler events (trigger of end-to-end LSP setup and teardown). Once a thread wakes up, it may run any of the controllers. The control plane emulator provides also a GUI command-engine, which allows its user to interactively query the different emulated nodes (dump of the signaling and traffic engineering databases; retrieval of statistics), and to generate data plane failures. The communication with the command-engine uses local sockets. Thus, there are three event sources: routing updates from the TEDK; signaling messages exchanged with peer signaling controller and received through the SDK, and commands from the emulator command engine.

IV. TESTBED AND EXPERIMENTS

The TBONES control plane emulator provides some minimal data plane modeling as required for experimental support. The testbed includes, as depicted in Fig. 1, two emulators hosted by two servers (running on Linux 2.6.17) that are interconnected by an Ethernet LAN segment. A special port is configured on the LAN switch to analyze the traffic flowing through this segment and graphically represent the OSPF routing adjacencies between nodes as well as the LSP's setup using GMPLS RSVP-(TE) signaling. A dedicated host system runs the DT and exchanges output results with the emulator using XML files. This system also provides graphical representation of the LSP's established in the network topology.

Several experiments aiming validation of the TBONES emulator implementation will be exhibited during the Infocom 2005 demo session. These experiments mainly include:

- The TBONES software validity including OSPF-(TE), RSVP-(TE) stacks and the different GMPLS controllers.
- The TBONES software supported load and performance (i.e. benchmarking) including OSPF-(TE), RSVP-(TE) stacks and the different GMPLS controllers. For instance, OSPF-(TE) implementation performance implies:
  (a) LSA/opaque TE LSA processing time: verify dependency on LS update packet size
  (b) LSA/opaque TE flooding (to neighbors) time: verify dependency on packing intervals
  (c) SPF/CSFP computation time: verify dependency on the number of links and nodes
  (d) RIB/FIB update (CP level): verify de-correlation from number of link and nodes
  (e) Scalability enhancement delivered using link bundling on (a), (b) and (c)
  (f) Impact of multi-area exchanges on performance:
    - Type3 LSA: using an increasing number of inter-area prefixes until reaching saturation
    - Type4 LSA: using an increasing number of Autonomous System Boundary Routers (ASBR) with an increment of 1 until reaching saturation
    - Type5 LSA: from the previous increasing number of ASBRs, inject an increasing number of external prefixes per ASBR
- The capability to emulate multi-area TE environments as depicted in Fig. 2. The backbone Area 0, the Area 6, 66 and 77 belong to the same Autonomous System (AS), as depicted in Fig. 2. The backbone Area 0 is (among other) responsible for distributing routing information between non-backbone areas. Each Area Border Router (ABR) has complete topology information concerning the backbone,
AS-External prefixes, routes to ASBRs and summarized information from each area connected to the other ABRs. In their area, the ABRs by flooding Link State Update packets provide their locally attached area Link State Databases (LSDBs). Type1 LSA (Opaque Type 1) are exchanged within each area to describe the TE attributes of their internal links (in particular, the links interconnecting the Area 0 ABRs). The PCC uses this reachability information and the local area TE information, to compute loose routes from the ingress to the egress node (as determined by the request scheduler) associated to another area. Then, the SIGC initiates signaling of the multi-area LSPs.

![Figure 2. TBONES Multi-Area Routing Topology](image)

- Pre-planned and dynamic end-to-end LSP re-routing. The former implies that the protecting LSP resources are allocated at the control plane level only and explicit action is required to activate (i.e. commit resource allocation at the data plane) during the recovery phase. Dynamic re-routing switches traffic to an alternate LSP that is fully established only after failure occurrence. The new alternate route is selected at the LSP head-end node, it may reuse resources of the failed LSP at intermediate nodes and may include additional intermediate nodes and/or links.
- The collaboration between the emulator and DT. This involves validation of the interface between the emulator and the DT and the capability to transparently exchange topological attributes through the dimensioning tool.
- The validation of the migration from an overlay towards a unified control plane interconnection model. For this purpose, the GMPLS-compliant User Network Interface (UNI) [8] for the overlay model is used for comparative purposes. In this model, no routing adjacencies are established between network edge and client nodes, but only between peering client nodes using the server layer LSP for the client routing adjacency establishment. Performance results are compared with those obtained with respect to the target models of the TBONES routing topology: 1) Augmented model: routing adjacencies between network edge and client nodes are used to exchange reachability information only. Depending on the addressing space two cases can be considered: separate control plane addressing space (between the client and the network): and common control plane addressing space: the control plane shares its address space with the network (at least its edges).

_{Unified model:_ routing adjacencies between network edge and client nodes are used to exchange reachability, topology and TE information.

It is also the objective of the TBONES project to assess the scalability (in terms of network size, traffic throughput and variations, as well as failures) of a distributed GMPLS control plane for PSC + LSC multi-layer networks. This experiment includes the evaluation of how multi-layer provisioning in a network undergoing traffic variations can reduce the LSP request blocking. For this purpose, a scheduled demand matrix is provided to the control plane, that triggers the setup and teardown of LSPs. Newly setup LSPs will accommodate increasing traffic demands, while LSP teardown happens for decreasing (or otherwise changing) traffic patterns to free capacity that can be used in other parts of the network. There exist multiple approaches to decide on the triggering of LSP establishment that translates a scheduled demand into a logical topology. The demand itself is presented as a collection of LSPs to be aggregated in this configurable logical topology.

V. CONCLUSION

The TBONES project aims at demonstrating the feasibility of a unified control plane using the innovative GMPLS protocol suite and mechanisms. Its complete validation (in terms of compliance and interoperability) and performance assessment experiments (benchmarking) are ongoing that will conclude a first development phase. This project also aims at demonstrating the relevance, the scalability and the gains obtained from the deployment of a unified control plane for multi-layer networks. Further experiments are currently conducted to validate different scenarios ranging from cost analysis of grooming strategies to the migration from overlay to unified control plane interconnection models.
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• The conference will provide the following:
  1. A foot of 10-inch, 1.27-centimeter-wide, 24-spine, 24-inch foam board on which the presentations can stand, and Wireless Network Connectivity.
  2. The hotel will provide 110V power outlets. Demo presenters are responsible for getting their needed power conversion adaptors, network plugs, etc.
  3. Stopper/attachment for sending demo components is available in [Red Format].
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